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Population...logistically speaking... 
 
(1) Basic population growth says that the rate of change of the population P is proportional 












(3) This problem leads us to another model, called the logistic model of population growth.  
It states that the rate of growth of the population is proportional both to the population itself and 
to the difference between the carrying capacity and the population. State this as a differential 






 (4) Let’s consider a simple case:  P' = .15P(2 – P)    Here, the carrying capacity is   
  , which may represent 200 or 2000, for example.  (The value 1 is often used to 
represent 100%.)  The slope field is shown below.  On it, sketch two possible solution curves, one 
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(5) Again with P' = .15P(2 – P)  and beginning with P(0) = 0.1, do 3 steps of Euler’s method 
"by hand" with t = 1 to approximate P(3).  (Make a chart or show the equations.  Check your work 














(6) Solve the differential equation P' = .15P(2 – P) to find a general solution by separating 
variables.  (Do not use the table of integrals!  After doing the integration, hints for the algebra to 
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(7) Again, given P(0) = 0.1, find the specific solution.  (Graph this on your calculator to see if it 








(8) Evaluate P(3) using your solution function.  Compare this to the Euler’s method 






(9) Consider the graph of P' = .15P(2 – P) as ƒ(x) = .15x(2 – x).  For what value of  
x = P does ƒ = P' have a maximum?  What does this state about the population growth in this case?  

































.  This 
is equivalent to the form shown here with C factored out.  Thus, the values of k are different in 
the two models.  You should recognize both models as representing logistic growth.  
